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Abstract9

When presented with complex rhythmic auditory stimuli, humans are10

able to track underlying temporal structure (e.g., a “beat”), both covertly11

and with their movements. This capacity goes far beyond that of a simple12

entrained oscillator, drawing on contextual and enculturated timing ex-13

pectations and adjusting rapidly to perturbations in event timing, phase,14

and tempo. Here we propose that the problem of rhythm tracking is15

most naturally characterized as a problem of continuously estimating an16

underlying phase and tempo based on precise event times and their cor-17

respondence to timing expectations. We formalize this problem as a case18

of inferring a distribution on a hidden state from point process data in19

continuous time: either Phase Inference from Point Process Event Tim-20

ing (PIPPET) or Phase And Tempo Inference (PATIPPET). This ap-21

proach to rhythm tracking generalizes to non-isochronous and multi-voice22
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rhythms. We demonstrate that these inference problems can be approx-23

imately solved using a variational Bayesian method that generalizes the24

Kalman-Bucy filter to point-process data. These solutions reproduce mul-25

tiple characteristics of overt and covert human rhythm tracking, including26

period-dependent phase corrections, illusory contraction of unexpectedly27

empty intervals, and failure to track excessively syncopated rhythms, and28

could could be plausibly approximated in the brain. PIPPET can serve29

as the basis for models of performance on a wide range of timing and30

entrainment tasks and opens the door to even richer predictive processing31

and active inference models of rhythmic timing.32

Keywords: Bayesian Inference, Active Inference, Timing, Rhythm, En-33

trainment34

1 Introduction35

The human brain is remarkably proficient at identifying and exploiting tempo-36

ral structure in its environment, especially in the auditory domain. This phe-37

nomenon is most easily observed in the case of auditory stimuli with underlying38

periodicity: humans adeptly and often spontaneously synchronize their move-39

ments with such auditory rhythms [1], and human brain activity in auditory40

and motor regions aligns to auditory stimulus periodicity even in the absence41

of movement [2]. Both of these phenomena are cases of “entrainment” (senso-42

rimotor and neural, respectively), where we define “entrainment” as in [3]: the43

temporal alignment of a biological or behavioral process with the regularities in44

an exogenously occurring stimulus.45

A simple sinusoidal phase oscillator can entrain to a periodic stimulus; how-46

ever, it is difficult to discuss the flexible entrainment of human behavior and47

cognitive processes to variable and sometimes aperiodic patterns such as speech48

without invoking the cognitive concept of “temporal expectation.” Expecta-49
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tions for event timing can be used to achieve a range of behavioral goals. They50

can help us hone our sensory detection, our sensory discrimination, and our51

response time for behaviorally important stimuli at the anticipated time [4, 5].52

In some situations, temporal expectations attenuate neural responses [6], which53

may help to conserve neural resources. And timing expectations bias our per-54

ception of time, allowing us to use prior experience to supplement noisy sensory55

data as we make temporal judgments [7].56

Entrainment in humans involves an interplay of stimulus and temporal ex-57

pectation [8]. Nowhere is this clearer than in interaction with music, hu-58

mankind’s playground for auditory temporal expectation and entrainment [9].59

But the precise nature of this interplay is an open question. The framework60

of Dynamic Attending Theory characterizes temporal expectancy as pulses of61

“attentional energy” issued by entrained neural oscillators, and mathematical62

models based on these ideas describe bidirectional interactions between tempo-63

ral expectation and entrainment that reproduce aspects of human behavior and64

perception [10, 11]. But although the behavior of these models may be satis-65

fying, the groundwork underlying them is less so: key high-level concepts like66

the “attentional pulse” are difficult to define mechanistically, so the implemen-67

tations of these concepts in models remain impressionistic. Moreover, recent68

results have emphasized the relevance and neural correlates of aperiodic modes69

of temporal expectation [12, 5, 13], but dynamic attending models are designed70

to describe entrainment to periodicity and cannot account for aperiodic forms71

of structured temporal expectation such as entrainment to memorized temporal72

patterns, irregular musical meters, and the loose temporal regularities of speech73

[14].74

Here, we propose a normative framework for understanding the interaction75

of entrainment and expectation. The goal is to first suggest a formal problem76
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that is being solved by general entrainment – namely, the problem of inferring77

the state of the exogenous process giving rise to a series of events in time – and78

then use mathematics to describe an optimal solution to that problem. This79

teleological approach to entrainment complements previous approaches based on80

cognitive constructs like dynamic attending. It brings to the table a concrete and81

mathematically precise link between the phenomenon of expectation-informed82

entrainment and the statistical structure of the stimuli that entrainment is used83

to exploit. If such a solution bears sufficient similarities to observations in84

humans, then we can begin to discuss human entrainment as a precise reflection85

of the temporal structure of the sensory world. Moreover, this approach is86

sufficiently general to describe entrainment to “stochastic” rhythms (rhythms in87

which some expected events may omitted) based on either periodic or aperiodic88

temporal expectations.89

In the next section, we discuss previous models of expectation in cognition90

and where they fall short for our purposes. We then formulate three versions91

of the problem of entrainment that are amenable to precise solutions. In the92

first, “Phase Inference from Point Process Event Timing” (PIPPET), a hidden93

phase variable advances steadily with added noise, and the observer is tasked94

with continuously inferring the phase based on the observation of events emit-95

ted probabilistically at certain phases with certain degrees of precision. The96

variational Bayesian solution to this inference problem provides a continuous97

estimate of phase that entrains to the actual phase, as well as an estimated level98

of certainty about that phase. In the second, “Phase And Tempo Inference from99

Point Process Event Timing” (PATIPPET), the rate of phase advance (tempo)100

is also a dynamic variable with drift, and the solution simultaneously estimates101

phase, tempo, and certainty about both. The third (multi-PIPPET) general-102

izes the first two to incorporate the observation of multiple types of events, each103
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with distinct characteristic phases and precisions, into the inference process.104

In the following section, we simulate these solutions, drawing on music as105

a rich source of intuitive examples of entrainment informed by expectation. In106

doing so, we provide intuition into the range of behaviors of these solutions,107

and show how they reproduce key aspects of human sensorimotor entrainment108

behavior that are not explained by other entrainment models. These include:109

1. Failure to track phase through excessive syncopation (events occurring at110

weakly expected times but omitted at strongly expected times).111

2. Illusory contraction of intervals when expected events are omitted.112

3. Near-linear corrections to phase after event timing perturbations, with113

larger (and even over-) corrections for stimulus trains with longer inter-114

onset intervals.115

In the final section, we discuss the potential contributions of PIPPET and116

PATIPPET to our understanding of human entrainment.117

2 Mathematical framework118

The framework of “predictive processing” has emerged as the preferred lens for119

modeling the role of expectations in the brain [15, 16]. According to this con-120

stellation of ideas, expectations (or, interchangeably, “predictions”) from higher121

levels of the sensory processing hierarchy are sent to lower levels, where they122

are compared to incoming sensory information and used to compute “predic-123

tion errors.” These prediction errors are used to inform dynamic adjustments124

to the expectations at all levels of processing, as well as slower adjustments to125

the learned models upon which predictions are based. This is formalized as126

a process of variational Bayesian inference based on a hierarchical generative127

model.128
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Predictive processing would be a natural modeling framework for under-129

standing rhythmic expectation and entrainment as inference [17, 18, 19] except130

for one key limitation: existing predictive coding models that operate in contin-131

uous time are structured to perform inference based on continuous observation,132

characterizing prediction errors in terms of deviation between a true level of133

input and a mean expected level of input [20, 21]. They describe predictions134

about “what” rather than “when,” and are therefore ill-suited to characteriz-135

ing moment-by-moment errors in timing prediction, which arrive sporadically,136

separated by intervals largely devoid of informative prediction error. This may137

be a fundamental shortcoming in modeling inference in the brain: behavior and138

neurophysiology suggests that information about “when” is carried by its own139

distinctive pathways and represented separately from “what,” both in percep-140

tual and motor tasks [22, 5, 9]. Bayesian methods have been applied to describe141

inferences about timing in the brain [23, 24, 25], but in these cases the problem142

the brain solves has been formulated as discrete inferences about consecutive143

intervals rather than a continuous inference process.144

Here, we use event timing to inform a continuous variational inference pro-145

cess using the mathematical tool of point processes. The result approximates146

an ideal observer with respect to a generative process in continuous time that147

describes the probabilistic generation of a time series of events.148

2.1 Phase Inference from Point Process Event Timing (PIP-149

PET)150

PIPPET is a simple generative model of a homogeneous, temporally structured151

series of instantaneous sensory events. This model consists of a phase φ ∈ R152
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that advances as a drift-diffusion process:153

dφ = dt+ σdWt (1)

and an inhomogeneous point process that generates events with probability154

λ(φ), a function of phase. We will refer to λ(φ) as a “temporal expectation155

template,” though it can also be understood as a hazard function for events. To156

achieve both analytical tractability and flexible descriptive power, we assume157

that λ(φ) is a sum of a constant λ0 and a countable set of scaled Gaussian158

functions indexed by i = 1, 2, . . . etc. Each Gaussian i is centered at a mean159

phase φi with variance vi and scale λi:160

λ(φ) = λ0 +
∑
i

λiN(φ|φi, vi) (2)

where N(x|m, v) denotes a normalized Gaussian distribution with mean m and161

variance v. Each Gaussian mean φi represents a phase at which an event is162

expected; λi represents the strength of that expectation; and v−1
i is the tem-163

poral precision of that expectation. λ0 > 0 represents the rate of events being164

generated as part of a uniform noise background unrelated to phase. Together,165

λ(φ) constitutes a likelihood function for an event occurring at phase φ. See166

Figure 1 for illustration.167

Note that φ is assumed to be on the real line, not the circle. This design168

decision allows PIPPET to entrain to temporally patterned expectations with169

or without periodic structure by choosing a periodic or aperiodic temporal ex-170

pectation template λ. We discuss this decision further in the Discussion section.171

Given a series of event times [tn], a temporal expectation template λ(φ), and172

a prior distribution p0(φ) describing the distribution of phase at time t = 0, the173

observer’s goal is to infer a posterior distribution pt(φ) describing an estimate174
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Figure 1: The temporal expectation template. In the PIP-
PET/PATIPPET generative model, λ(φ) represents the instantaneous rate of
events occurring when the underlying temporal process is at phase φ. This is
assumed to be a sum of Gaussian-shaped functions with means φi represent-
ing the phases at which specific events are expected, variances vi representing
the (inverse of) the temporal precision expected of those events, and scales λi
representing the strength of the expectations. A constant λ0 is also added,
representing the instantaneous rate of events unrelated to the underlying phase.

of phase φ at every time t > 0.175

In [26], Snyder derives exact equations for the evolution of this posterior176

distribution over time. Following the predictive processing ansatz of maintaining177

Gaussian posterior distributions (the Laplace assumption), which provides both178

computational tractability and neurophysiological plausibility by reducing the179

representation of the posterior to a mean and a variance, we project the posterior180

onto a Gaussian at each dt time-step. We do this by moment-matching: we use181

Snyder’s solution to determine the evolution of the mean and variance of the182

posterior, and then replace the true posterior with a Gaussian of the same mean183

and variance. This choice of Gaussian is the choice with minimum KL divergence184

from the true posterior [27], and therefore also minimizes the free energy of the185

solution within the family of possible Gaussian posteriors, in accordance with186

the Free Energy Principle of predictive processing [28].187
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The result of this derivation is a generalization of a Kalman-Bucy filter with188

Poisson observation noise. Eden and Brown [29] have derived an explicit form189

for this filter for any λ; however, for λ a mixture of Gaussians, we find it easier190

to arrive at a clear and intuitive expression for the filter by deriving it directly191

from Synder’s solution in [26]. Derivation is presented in Appendix 6.1.192

Solution: the PIPPET filter At any time t, let µt denote the mean and Σt193

denote the variance of the Gaussian posterior. At each event time t, we let µt−194

and Σt− denote the left-hand limits of µ and Σ before the event, and we write195

µt+ and Σt+ to denote their right-hand limit values after the event. µt and Σt196

evolve according to the ODE197


µ̇ = 1− Λ̄(µ̄− µ)

Σ̇ = σ2 − Λ̄(Σ̄− Σ)

(3)

and at each event µt+ = µ̄ and Σt+ = Σ̄, where we define198

µ̄ :=
λ0

Λ̄
µt− +

∑
i

Λi
Λ̄
µ̄i

Σ̄ :=
λ0

Λ̄
Σt− +

∑
i

Λi
Λ̄

(
Ki + (µ̄i − µt−)2

)
µ̄i :=Ki(Σ

−1
t−µt− + v−1

i φi)

Λi :=λiN(φi|µt−, vi + Σt−)

Ki :=
1

Σ−1
t− + v−1

i

Λ̄ :=
∑
i

Λi

Intuitively,199
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• µt is the estimated phase at time t, and Σt is the level of uncertainty about200

the phase estimate.201

• At each event time t, λ(φ) serves as a likelihood function for phase, and202

the role of prior is played by a Gaussian with mean µt− and variance Σt−.203

• At any time t, µ̄i would be the mean of the posterior if an event occurred204

and was known to come from Gaussian i. It is a weighted sum of the205

current mean estimated phase µt and the mean φi of Gaussian i, weighted206

by the precision 1
Σt

on estimated phase and the temporal precision 1
vi

of207

the Gaussian generating the event, respectively.208

• At any time t, µ̄ and Σ̄ would be the mean and variance of the posterior if209

an event occurred and its source was not known. These are weighted sums210

of the influences of each Gaussian, weighted by Λi, the relative likelihood211

that the event is drawn from Gaussian i.212

• Between events, each dt time step is taken as a Bayesian inference with213

likelihood 1−λ(φ)dt and with a Gaussian prior consisting of the posterior214

of the previous time step carried forward by dt according to the Fokker-215

Planck evolution associated with the ODE (3).216

• In the absence of an event, this continuous inference process pushes µ and217

Σ away from µ̄ and Σ̄ with a strength proportionate to Λ̄, the current218

strength of the expectation of an event – thus, the absence of an event219

continuously pushes the posterior in the opposite directing as would the220

occurrence of an event.221
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2.2 Phase And Tempo Inference from Point Process Event222

Timing (PATIPPET)223

PATIPPET is generative model of homogeneous point process events in time224

that extends PIPPET by making the rate of phase advancement itself a noisy225

dynamic variable subject to ongoing inference. The dynamic state of the system226

is now a two-dimensional vector φ =

φ
θ

, where φ is the phase as above, T is227

the rate of phase advancement (or tempo), and σ and σθ are the levels of phase228

and tempo noise, respectively:229

dφ =

θ
0

 dt+

 σdWt

σθdW
θ
t

 (4)

As above, an inhomogeneous point process generates events with probability230

λ(φ1), where λ is a sum of Gaussians and a constant:231

λ(φ) = λ0 +
∑
i

λiN(φ|φi, vi) (5)

Given a series of event times {tn}, a temporal expectation template λ(φ), and232

a prior distribution p0(φ) describing the distribution of phase and tempo at time233

t = 0, the observer’s goal is to infer a posterior distribution pt(φ) describing an234

estimate of phase and tempo at every time t > 0. A similar derivation provides235

a point-process Kalman-Bucy filter that optimally serves this function within236

the constraint of Gaussian posteriors, providing a running estimate of a mean237

phase and tempo µt and a phase/tempo covariance matrix Σt. The solution238

and its derivation are presented in 6.1.239

The resulting PATIPPET filter generalizes the PIPPET filter, and is iden-240

tical if the initial tempo distribution is set to a delta distribution at θ = 1 and241
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σθ is set to zero. At each event, the distribution of phase and tempo is dis-242

continuously updated to a 2D Gaussian posterior, which evolves continuously243

between events. This scheme is similar to [30], which estimates phase and tempo244

by updating a 2D Gaussian posterior, but is updated in continuous time and245

is significantly more flexible in its capacity to track phase based on arbitrary246

temporal expectation templates.247

2.3 PIPPET with multiple event streams (multi-PIPPET)248

Finally, we generalize PIPPET to include multiple types of events (indexed by249

j), each generated as point processes with rates determined by functions λj(φ)250

of a single underlying phase:251

dφ = dt+ σdWt (6)

252

λj(φ) = λj0 +
∑
i

λjiN(φ|φji , v
j
i ) (7)

The Kalman-Bucy estimate of phase for this model is described by mean µ253

and variance Σ evolving according to the ODE254


µ̇ = 1−

∑
j Λ̄j(µ̄j − µ)

Σ̇ = σ2 −
∑
j Λ̄j(Σ̄j − Σ)

(8)

and resetting to µt+ = µ̄j and Σt+ = Σ̄j when an event occurs in stream j,255

where we define Λ̄j , µ̄j , and Σ̄j as we defined Λ̄, µ̄, and Σ̄ above but in reference256

only to event stream j.257

The same adjustment can be made to the PATIPPET generative model, and258

the PATIPPET filter can be similarly generalized to account for multiple event259

streams.260
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3 Results261

In this section we conduct a series of simulations to explore parallels between the262

behavior of the the PIPPET and PATIPPET filters and human entrainment.263

Parameters for these simulations are listed in Appendix 6.2.264

3.1 Response to events: phase and variance correction265

We simulated PIPPET filter with simple metronomic expectations to illustrate266

its basic behavior. Events occurring near an expected event phase φi cause the267

mean phase estimate µ to shift linearly toward φi, as indicated by the plateaus268

in the phase transition function (Figure 2A). Events occurring far from any269

expected event phase φi caused negligible adjustment in the phase estimate270

because they were attributed to the background rate λ0 of events occurring271

unrelated to any specific expectation. This leads to a phase response curve272

that crosses zero with negative slope near each expected event phase and sits273

uniformly near zero away from expected event phases (Figure 2A).274

If the estimated phase µt− just before an event time t was very close to an275

expected event phase φi, the phase uncertainty Σ decreased at the event, which276

effectively “corroborated” the phase estimate (Figure 2B). Events occurring277

when µt− was far from any expected event phase had no impact on Σ, as they278

were effectively attributed to the background noise rate λ0 and thus contained279

no new information about phase. Events occurring in the liminal zone near but280

not very near an expected event phase φi caused uncertainty Σ to increase.281

3.2 Stochastic rhythms with uneven subdivision282

The PIPPET framework describes entrainment to “stochastic” rhythms in which283

each expected event phase may or may not be populated by an event. Fur-284

ther, PIPPET is formulated in sufficient generality to describe entrainment to285
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Figure 2: Characterizing PIPPET’s behavior at events A) Phase transi-
tion curve for PIPPET with expectation of three isochronous events. Note that
events occurring when the phase estimate µt− is between expected event phases
φi have little corrective effect on the posterior mean phase µt+, as indicated by
a diagonal phase transition curve, whereas events occurring when the estimated
phase is near an expected event phase tend draw the phase estimate toward
the expected phase, as indicated by plateaus in the phase transition curve. B)
Phase and variance response curves. Note that events occurring when estimated
phase is very close to an expected event phase cause the variance of the pos-
terior on phase to decrease, whereas events occurring slightly offset from an
expected event phase cause the variance to increase. Events occurring far from
any expected event phase have little effect on posterior variance.
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rhythms based on timing expectations with complex, non-isochronous stress286

patterns [31] and with non-integer duration ratios using suitably designed (or,287

presumably, learned) temporal expectation templates λ(φ). Such rhythmic pat-288

terns have been shown to support highly precise synchronization in musicians289

with appropriate training and enculturated expectations [32], and should there-290

fore be accounted for by any plausible model of human entrainment. Thus,291

PIPPET is equipped to model entrainment to a very wide range of rhythmic292

structures with any degree of predictability.293

As an example of entrainment to a stochastic rhythm based on a temporal294

structure with non-integer duration ratios, we simulated entrainment to a swing295

rhythm. The rhythm is based on an underlying grid of “swung” eighth notes,296

where the first eight note of every pair is given a slightly longer duration than297

the second. Though the “swing” feel is often caricatured using eighth note298

pairs with a 2:1 duration ratio, this value has been shown to vary by player299

and tempo and is certainly not limited to small integer ratios [33]. We used a300

temporal expectation template with a swing ratio close to 3:2 and associated the301

first eighth note in each pair with a stronger expectation than the second. The302

simulation entrained to a complex, syncopated rhythm based on this template,303

and corrected the phase estimate when a phase shift was introduced into the304

rhythm (Figure 3).305

3.3 Failure mode: too much syncopation306

Another attractive aspect of the PIPPET framework is that it can account for307

realistic failures in tracking perfectly timed rhythms. In addition to failures308

due to time warping described above, failures may occur due to interference309

between expectations packed closely together in time. Every expected event310

phase φi exerts an influence on the evolution of the posterior at all times. This311
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Figure 3: Tracking phase through swung rhythms. (Same color key as
5.) A: Phase is estimated over the course of a rhythm. Temporal expectations
are not isochronous, but instead represent a swing pattern in which the first
eighth note of every pair is slightly longer and more strongly expected than
the second. Dotted lines correspond to weak expectations and solid lines corre-
spond to strong expectations. B: A phase shift is introduced into the rhythm,
moving all subsequent events earlier in time. When the first early event arrives,
uncertainty Σ increases. Mean estimated phase µ is corrected over the first few
events after the shift, and Σ decreases most substantially when the estimate
µ is corroborated by a strongly expected event happening at the appropriate
estimated phase.
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influence is very weak if the current phase estimate is far from φi. However, if312

the uncertainty Σ of the phase estimate is large enough to encompass several313

expected event phases, or if several events are expected at neighboring phases314

with insufficient precision, the event may not be fully “attributed” to a single315

expected event phase. As a result, the adjustment to the phase estimate at316

an event may reflect an amalgam of these multiple influences, with stronger317

expectations exerting more influence than weaker ones.318

A prime example of this failure mode in human rhythm tracking is tracking319

overly syncopated rhythms (rhythms with a predominance of events at time320

points with weaker expectations). Listeners tend to “re-hear” such rhythms by321

attributing events to metrical positions where events are more strongly expected322

[34]. We created an expectation template with a swing grid as in the previous323

section but with weakened expectations for the second eighth note in each pair.324

Against this background, we simulated a strongly syncopated rhythm (Figure325

4). The rhythm’s phase was not tracked successfully due to a convergence of326

factors. Phase uncertainty Σ was only slightly reduced when events occurred at327

weakly expected phases, so it accumulated over the course of the rhythm, and328

especially during the long silence. Once Σ was large, strongly expected event329

phases φi began to exert more influence at each event, until eventually events330

that should have been attributed to weak phase points were instead attributed331

primarily to adjacent strong phase points. This type of attribution error in332

syncopated rhythm perception is described in [35].333

3.4 In the absence of events: time warping334

When an event is strongly expected but no event occurs, an optimal Bayesian335

observer should initially be biased to believe that in spite of their current esti-336

mate, the stimulus may not have reached the expected event phase yet. When337
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Figure 4: Too much syncopation causes rhythm tracking failure. Syn-
copation combined with imprecise and weak timing expectations on at weak
time points can lead to a failure to track phase accurately. In this example,
phase uncertainty Σ increases over a long silence. At the next event, this high
uncertainty leads the model to partially attribute a weakly expected event to
the nearby phase at which an event is strongly expected. As a result, the model
ends up aligning the fifth event with a strong phase rather than a weak one.
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we stimulated PIPPET with sufficiently strong metronomic expectations by338

scaling up λ, PIPPET’s behavior at each event was unchanged; however, when339

strongly expected events were omitted, the mean phase estimate slowed down340

at each expected event phase, leading to an overall slowing in estimated phase341

advance (Figure 5).342

There is evidence of such an effect in human perception. The “filled dura-343

tion” illusion is the impression that an isochronous sequence has changed tempo344

when it is initially subdivided by additional predictable events and then sub-345

divisions are eliminated. According to multiple reports, the magnitude of this346

effect is reduced or eliminated if the empty intervals precede the filled intervals347

[36, 37, 38, 39] (though there is some disagreement about this [40]), suggesting348

that the established expectation of continuing subdivision interferes with per-349

ceived timing when subdivisions cease. In PIPPET, this effect is created when350

the slowing of phase advance causes a properly timed event at the end of the351

empty interval to arrive at an earlier apparent phase than expected, causing the352

interval to “seem” shorter.353

A second result that could similarly be accounted for by this aspect of PIP-354

PET is the surprising finding in [41] that a participant tapping along with a355

subdivided beat delays their tap following the omission of an expected subdivi-356

sion. If taps are planned to coincide with the arrival of a specific mean estimated357

phase, then the slowing of phase induced by an omission of a strongly expected358

event in PIPPET would delay the subsequent tap.359

3.5 Tempo inference360

We simulated the PATIPPET filter with basic metronomic expectations to ob-361

serve its capacity to infer phase and tempo at once. We gave the model a wide362

initial range of possible tempi and a simple metronomic stimulus with actual363
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Figure 5: Time warping by the omission of strongly expected events.
Black curve tracks the estimated mean phase µ over time. Red lines mark event
times; blue lines mark expected event phases. Grey shading represents uncer-
tainty about phase, quantified in the model as variance Sigma and displayed by
shading two standard deviations up and down. PIPPET is given strong expec-
tations for four isochronous events. Above: when the strongly expected events
occur as expected, mean phase stays on track, advancing (on average) at a rate
of 1. Below: the first three expected events are omitted. When the strongly
expected events do not occur, the advance of µ slows around the expected event
phase and then speeds back up. On average over the interval, µ advances at
a rate slower than 1. As a results, when the fourth event does occur at time
t = 1, it occurs when µt is still substantially short of µ = 1. The event is thus
perceived as occurring at an earlier phase than expected.
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tempo near the upper end of that range. In these conditions and with the pa-364

rameter set we chose, the model established the appropriate tempo and phase365

to within a tight range over the course of the first two events (Figure 6).366

In addition to its value as a model of human rhythmic cognition, the PATIP-367

PET filter shows promise as a general-purpose tempo tracking algorithm for368

musical applications. This would require a principled method of choosing val-369

ues for the various free parameters of the generative model, which might be370

done a priori based on a labeled corpus, adaptively over the course of listening,371

or through some combination of the two. We leave a more thorough exploration372

of the relative performance of this model to future work.373

3.6 Period-dependent corrections374

In entrainment literature, finger taps entrained to a metronome generally shift375

to correct a certain fraction of an event timing perturbation on the next tap.376

This fraction is called α. In human subjects, α has repeatedly been observed377

to increase linearly with metronome period (“inter-onset interval,” or IOI), ex-378

ceeding 1 (i.e., over-correction) for sufficiently long IOIs [42, 43].379

The PIPPET framework offers a principled explanation for α increasing380

with IOI. During an event-free interval, phase uncertainty increases over time.381

When an event does occur, the precision of the prior distribution on phase and382

tempo is weighed against the precision of the likelihood function associated with383

the expectation of that event. If the prior is less precise due to accumulated384

uncertainty, the precision of the likelihood weighs more heavily against it and385

the adjustment in phase is more thorough. Thus, all else being equal, events386

spaced more widely apart in time induce more extensive phase corrections.387

Since the strongest phase correction PIPPET can make at an event is to388

fully update the phase estimate to the expected event time, it cannot account389
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Figure 6: A point process Kalman-Bucy Filter estimates phase and
tempo. Ellipses trace the contours of the Gaussian posterior distributions on
phase and tempo. Black ellipses show a strobed visualization of the evolution
of the posterior between events. Blue ellipses are the posterior distributions
just before each event, and red ellipses are the posterior distributions just after
each event. Here, PATIPPET is initialized with a high variance in its estimate
of tempo. The first event occurs relatively early, causing the posterior mean
tempo µθ to increase. Each subsequent event occurs close to the time expected
based on the mean estimated phase µ and tempo µθ, causing, the posterior to
contract in both the phase and variance direction as its prediction of event time
is fulfilled and its phase and tempo estimates are corroborated. Ultimately,
PATIPPET settles on a narrow distribution around the appropriate tempo as
it continues to accurately estimate phase.
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for α values above 1. However, it has been previously suggested that α may390

exceed 1 for long metronome periods due to some period correction occurring391

in addition to phase correction [42]. We were therefore curious to see whether392

PATIPPET could reproduce the linear increase of α with increasing IOI up to393

and beyond α = 1.394

In Figure 7, we show that with appropriate parameters, PATIPPET can395

indeed reproduce the experimental observation of a linear increase in α from396

below to above 1 as IOI increases. In PATIPPET, this phenomenon is a natural397

consequence of optimal inference in the context of phase and tempo uncertainty398

that accumulates between observations.399

3.7 Multiple event streams400

Multi-PIPPET generalizes the PIPPET/PATIPPET framework to cases of mul-401

tiple distinguishable event types, each with its own set of expectations as a402

function of phase. One example could be listening, tapping, or dancing to a kit403

drum track with bass drum, snare, and hi-hat cymbal. Timing perturbations404

of different instruments in drum rhythms have been shown to differently affect405

human entrainment [44]. By letting j take values from {bass, snare, hihat} and406

choosing appropriate values for φji , v
j
i , and λji for each event i on the metrical407

grid, we can create a set of timing expectations with strength and precision408

dependent on the specific drum and metrical position that could then be used409

to optimally track underlying phase and tempo through a complex kit drum410

rhythm. We illustrate such a template in Figure 8. A similar setup could be411

used to implement the assumption that pitches in a melody match the harmonic412

context more often in strong metrical positions, allowing event attribution and413

timing correction during melody listening to be influenced by scale degree.414

Multi-PIPPET with j →∞ can be used to account for a continuum of event415
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Figure 7: PATIPPET reproduces human tapping data showing over-
correction after timing perturbations to slow metronomes. A and B)
The distribution on phase and tempo leading up to and following a phase shift at
the fourth event in an isochronous sequence for two different metronome tempi
(i.e., two different inter-onset intervals). See Figure 6 for color key. Note that
when the IOI is short, PATIPPET arrives at the phase-shifted event with a high
degree of phase and tempo certainty. C) PATIPPET makes a proportionally
larger correction to phase and tempo for long IOIs than for short IOIs due to
the greater degree of uncertainty preceding each event. D) Alpha (α) is the
proportion of a phase shift that is corrected at the next tap time. With this set
of parameters, PATIPPET reproduces the empirical observation from [43] that
the phase shift is undercorrected when IOIs are short and overcorrected α > 1
when IOIs are long.
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Figure 8: Example expectation template for a basic rock beat. In this
illustration, bass drum hits are expected more strongly on the first of each cycle
of four eighth notes, and are expected with high timing precision such that
misplaced bass drum hits will exert a strong influence on phase. Snare drum
hits are expected more strongly on the third eighth note of each cycle, and
are expected with higher variance such that a misplaced snare hit exerts less
influence on estimated phase. Hi-hat hits are evenly expected across all eighth
note positions, but they are expected with low precision, so misplaced hi-hat
hits will not exert a strong influence on estimated phase.

types. Thus, we could create a forward model in which it is more likely for notes416

played with stronger accents to fall on strong beats, or in which lower pitches417

are expected with higher timing precision and therefore exert greater influence418

on synchronization (as observed in [45]).419

Multi-PIPPET could also be useful in flexibly modeling tapping data. Ex-420

periments have shown that the presence of entrained tapping prior to temporal421

perturbations in a metronomic stimulus reduces the phase correction response422

[46], indicating that the estimate of moment-by-moment phase is influenced by423

the proprioceptive and auditory feedback from tapping. Given working assump-424

tions about how taps are planned and executed based on an underlying phase425

estimate, the taps themselves could provide a second stream of input to the426

ongoing phase estimation that would bias it toward making smaller corrections427

to timing perturbations.428

Importantly, using tap times to inform an estimate of underlying phase chal-429

lenges our interpretation of this phase representing a purely external source of430
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temporally patterned events. Instead, the inferred phase would be a hybrid of431

an external phase and the phase of one’s own motor cycle. Functionally, this432

is similar to the perceptual oscillator forced by both an external stimulus and433

one’s own periodic action proposed by [47]. This may be an especially useful434

way to think about synchronization with another agent, where one can adopt435

strategies ranging from following (assigning high precision to input from the436

other) to leading (assigning low precision to input from the other, and possibly437

higher precision to self-generated events). See [48] for a discussion of such a438

coding strategy as a means of minimizing representational neural resources.439

The PIPPET framework could be further generalized to take into consider-440

ation additional stream of continuous input. This could be visual input from441

watching a pendulum, auditory input from a continuously modulated sound,442

or proprioceptive feedback from continuous entrained motion (as opposed to443

discrete, timed proprioceptive feedback like tapping). This goes beyond the444

scope of the mathematics presented here, but is a straightforward application445

of results proven in [26].446

4 Discussion447

Here were have presented PIPPET, a framework representing entrainment to448

a time series of discrete events based on a template of temporal expectations.449

PIPPET treats the event stream as the output of a point process modulated450

by the state of a hidden phase variable. The PIPPET filter uses variational451

Bayes to continuously estimate phase and track phase uncertainty based on452

this generative model. PATIPPET extends PIPPET to include a generative453

model of tempo change, and the PATIPPET filter simultaneously estimates454

phase, tempo, and the covariance matrix representing their uncertainty and455

their codependence. This framework is intended to serve as a hypothesis for456
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how the human brain integrates auditory event timing to inform and update an457

estimate of the state and rate of an underlying temporal process.458

Our chosen examples have been auditory rhythms based on cyclical (met-459

ric) patterns of temporal expectations. But PIPPET is sufficiently general to460

describe entrainment based on non-isochronous and even aperiodic temporal461

expectations, an area that has been largely neglected in entrainment model-462

ing. Further, it can describe the integration of multiple event streams into an463

entrainment process, each with its own associated timing expectations.464

PIPPET and PATIPPET reproduce several qualitative features of human465

entrainment, including realistic failures to track overly perfectly-timed but over-466

syncopated rhythms, perceived acceleration of a metronomic pulse when strongly467

expected events are omitted, and error correction after metronome timing per-468

turbations that increases with increasing inter-onset interval. We show that469

these phenomena all follow naturally from our framing of entrainment as a pro-470

cess of Bayesian inference based on specific phase-based temporal expectations.471

4.1 Relationship to other models of timing472

The dynamics of PIPPET and PATIPPET in response to sensory events are473

similar to dynamics of other entrainment models that correct phase and period474

based on event timing, e.g., [49, 50]. Models based on dynamic attending the-475

ory, e.g., [10, 11], are also similar in explicitly modeling timing expectations476

and their effect on phase and period adjustment. Our frameworks differ from477

these in three key ways. First, they are derived as optimal solutions to specific478

inference problems, and therefore all modeling decisions can be justified within479

a normative framework. Second, they explicitly track uncertainty in phase and480

tempo – without this feature, they would not account for observed dependence481

of phase shift response on inter-onset interval or mimic human failures to track482
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overly-syncopated rhythms. Finally, they allow expectations to influence the483

inferred phase even in the absence of sensory events, creating the time-warping484

effect of disappointed expectations evidenced in humans by the “filled duration”485

illusion.486

Bayesian methods have been used elsewhere to analyze rhythmic structure487

as time series of point events. Some of these are application-focused methods488

that require offline analyses [51, 52] and therefore do not serve as satisfying489

models of real-time behavior. Cemgil et al (2000) [30] use a Kalman filter that490

tracks a distribution on phase and tempo similarly to PATIPPET. However,491

this model is structured to infer phase and tempo event-by-event rather than in492

continuous time, and is not equipped to handle stochastic rhythms or temporal493

structures more complex than approximate isochrony.494

Bayesian inference has also been used to model timing estimation in the495

brain (e.g., [23, 24]), but it is generally used to describe inferences about discrete496

variables like interval durations and event times, whereas PIPPET describes a497

continuous inference process underlying predictions about event times. One498

such model leading to particularly PIPPET-like results was presented in Elliot499

et al 2014 [25]. The authors created a Bayesian model to explain the results of500

an experiment that had participants tap along to a stimulus consisting of two501

jittered metronomes. The model behaves similarly to PIPPET in that it esti-502

mates the next event time using a weighted average of previous event times and503

prior beliefs, with weights informed by expected timing precision. However, like504

[30], their model infers the anticipated timing of discrete, metronomic events,505

whereas PIPPET predicts and updates an underlying phase in continuous time506

and can therefore generalize to non-isochronous and stochastic rhythms and ac-507

count for the effects of event omissions. Additionally, in order to account for508

participants ignoring events far from predicted time points, they introduce the509
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assumption that participants repeatedly test the hypotheses that events come510

from one or two separate streams, whereas PIPPET naturally accounts for this511

phenomenon by attributing stray events to a background event rate λ0.512

4.2 Motor, perceptual, and neural entrainment513

Throughout this work, we have made mention of perceptual and motor expres-514

sions of entrainment, but have remained agnostic as to how we would expect515

to observe an expression of phase and tempo inference in humans. These two516

readouts sometimes give conflicting results: for example, exposure to musical517

performance with expressively irregular timing affects perceptual reports of tim-518

ing in subsequent stimuli [53], but does not affect phase correction in tapping519

to subsequent stimuli [54].520

We expect that both physical entrainment and perceptual report are in-521

formed by a neural process of estimating underlying phase. Further, principles522

of economy suggest that they should share in such an estimate rather than draw-523

ing on separately instantiated processes of neural inference. However, neither524

motor nor perceptual experiments will necessarily give a straightforward readout525

of this inference process. Both readouts may be affected by independent sources526

of additional noise, and also potential biases: certain perceptual responses may527

be implicitly considered less likely than others, and certain motor errors may be528

implicitly considered more costly than others. Thus, an attempt at a normative529

Bayesian model at a specific task should be prepared to take into account this530

additional layer of complexity.531

4.3 PIPPET in the brain532

If the brain is indeed performing an optimal estimation of phase and tempo,533

then this estimate should be legible in neural activity somewhere in the brain.534
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At the scalp level and in intracortical electrodes, slow electrical oscillations do535

seem to anticipatorily track the structure of periodic auditory stimuli [55, 56],536

and this tracking is associated with the subjective passage of time [57]; these os-537

cillations could be explored as possible estimates of mean underlying phase. In538

monkeys, the supplementary motor area appears to track the phase underlying539

periodic visual events [58]; recordings from this region could be another candi-540

date for reading out mean phase. Nigrostriatal dopaminergic signaling has been541

identified as a possible marker of timing certainty [59, 60], so those dopaminer-542

gic populations might be a good place to look for a readout of phase variance.543

The temporal expectation template is a hazard function, and may therefore be544

observable by using techniques recently applied to decode the temporal hazard545

function from EEG data [61], or through its correlation with beta oscillations546

[62].547

Though PIPPET and PATIPPET are not committed to a particular brain-548

based implementation, advances in the brain basis of timing and beat-keeping549

combined with the hypothesized neural bases of predictive processing suggest550

the beginnings of a plausible implementation of PIPPET in the brain. A de-551

tailed discussion of a possible neural basis of beat maintenance is presented in552

[63]. Briefly, supplementary motor area may maintain an ongoing estimate of553

mean phase through some combination of intrinsic dynamics and interaction554

with the basal ganglia, while dopaminergic signaling in striatum may maintain555

an estimate of phase uncertainty. The phase estimate may be used to inform556

auditory timing expectancy via learned models in premotor cortex [64]. These557

expectations may be delivered to the early stages of audition via the top-down558

connections along the dorsal auditory pathway, where they can be used to eval-559

uate timing prediction error [65]. These errors, weighted by their precisions,560

may be transmitted back to the supplementary motor area via the bottom-up561
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connectivity of the dorsal auditory pathway and used to update the estimate of562

phase.563

4.4 Learning and inference outside of PIPPET564

If the brain does treat entrainment as a process of inference based on a generative565

model, this raises the question of how the properties of the generative model566

are established in the first place. The PIPPET framework does not address567

this question directly, but by examining the parameters necessary to formulate568

PIPPET, we can clearly see what components need to be in place before a569

process of continuous phase and tempo updating can begin.570

First, the brain must learn the temporal structures of the expectation tem-571

plate for rhythmic expectation. Learning these underlying structures from an572

experiential corpus of noisy, stochastic rhythms is not trivial. It seems likely573

to involve some type of bootstrapping in which a recognition of some degree of574

temporal structure allows for attribution of events to positions in that struc-575

ture, allowing for deeper structure learning. Earlier exposure to simpler, less576

stochastic rhythms would likely help with such a bootstrapping process. For a577

discussion of the challenges of this type of simultaneous learning and filtering578

and a proposed solution for non-point-process data, see [66].579

The brain must also learn noise and precision parameters for the model. Note580

that neither the temporal expectation variance parameters vi nor the noise pa-581

rameters σ and σθ necessarily correspond to the actual precision of the neural or582

external timing mechanisms in play. The brain may underestimate the noisiness583

(σ) of the timing process it uses to track underlying phase, leading to under-584

adjustment to auditory event timing and minimal time-warping between events,585

or do the opposite. Presumably, these parameters must be learned through ex-586

perience and prediction error.587
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The precision parameters vi may be informed by several factors. First, an588

upper bound on the precision of expected event timing is the precision of sensory589

timing perception, which is, for example, high for human audition and signifi-590

cantly lower for human vision1. Second, expected event timing precision may591

also be informed by the observed relative timing distributions of event streams.592

These observations may inform expectations on time scales ranging from a single593

sitting to a lifetime of listening. Expected timing may be learned separately for594

different sensory modalities, different musical genres (e.g., techno vs. funk), or595

even different instruments (e.g., kick drum, snare, hi-hat, as discussed above).596

The precision of a beat-based temporal expectation is closely related to the597

width of a “beat bin,” the window of time (rather than a single time point) that598

is proposed to constitute the “beat” in [67], and to the width of the temporal599

“expectancy region” described in dynamic attending theory [10]; in both cases,600

this width is increased by imprecision in the immediately preceding stimulus.601

When the brain is exposed to a rhythmic stimulus, it must first recognize602

that a predictable pattern exists and select an appropriate temporal expectation603

template from its learned repertoire. This is its own process of inference, and604

may be amenable to a Bayesian description. Since the PIPPET filter maintains605

a unimodal posterior, it is not well-suited to model this initial inference process,606

which may require maintaining a distribution over multiple distinct possible607

starting phases and temporal expectation templates. This problem might be608

partially addressed at a modeling level by incorporating a model of meter in-609

ference based on prior probabilities of hearing specific meters at specific tempi,610

e.g. [68], as an additional level of inference in parallel with phase and tempo611

1An event can only be experienced after it occurs, so (as pointed out in [24]) the likelihood
function on underlying phase associated with this type of uncertainty should be asymmet-
rical. The analytically tractable incarnation of our framework presented here uses Gaussian
likelihood peaks, so cannot account for the effect of asymmetrical likelihoods; however, we
could posit a λ function with asymmetrical peaks and use numerical methods rather than the
explicit solution derived here to estimate underlying phase at each time step.
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inference.612

Finally, aspects of the temporal expectation template are likely changing613

even as a rhythm plays out in time. This is evidenced by the grammar-like614

structure of music rhythm [69]: certain patterns of events are more expected615

than others regardless of their metrical positions. PIPPET and PATIPPET take616

a template of expected event time points as an input, and thus do not take into617

account immediate stimulus history in creating expectations. However, such618

effects could be incorporated into a model based on this framework by adding619

a history dependence to the expectation template λ. The precise details of this620

history dependence could be based on any suitable formal model for rhythmic621

grammar (e.g., [70] or [69]).622

4.5 Future directions623

In evaluating future directions, it is important to be clear that PIPPET and624

PATIPPET are not “models” but “frameworks.” Directly testing their validity625

as models of human behavior would require setting values for many free pa-626

rameters, and it is not yet clear to what extent the parameters of individual627

expected events should be based on empirical data collected over a lifetime or628

empirical data collected trial by trial.629

However, there is a certain extent to which these frameworks can be vali-630

dated as descriptions of human cognition. First, these models predict certain631

qualitative effects such as the slowing of perceived phase advance as strong ex-632

pectations are disappointed. Second, although the parameters in the forward633

models are not directly empirically measurable values, changes in stimulus his-634

tory should influence them in predictable ways. For example, if a certain type635

of event occurs consistently at a particular metrical position within an extended636

stimulus presentation or within the music the listener has experienced in a life-637
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time of listening, then it should induce stronger phase corrections than an event638

that occurs inconsistently as if it has been given a higher value of λi. Parame-639

ters may also be influenced by long term listening experience, but they should640

at least respond to recent empirical experience by changing in the direction641

predicted by PIPPET.642

If we find situations in which human behavior differs from solutions to the643

inference problems posed by PIPPET and PATIPPET, this suggests that the644

tasks being performed in those situations are being performed with a different645

objective than optimal inference of phase and tempo based on these generative646

models. In this case, we would be challenged to articulate the true nature of647

the problem being solved. This might require modifications of the generative648

model, e.g., introducing the belief that tempo changes occur in jumps or ramps649

rather than as random drift, or modification of the objective of the task, e.g., by650

including additional cost functions or priors associated with perceptual report651

or motor output as discussed above.652

Once we are satisfied with the PIPPET framework’s utility in describing653

to human behavior, we can use it to model and analyze experimental data.654

Given a perceptual or behavioral task, we can suppose that motor or perceptual655

human entrainment behavior is optimally solving an inference problem, and656

determine the parameters of that problem by fitting them with appropriate657

methods. We can study the changes in these parameters over the course of an658

experiment, over different variations on the same experiment, over the human659

lifespan, across cultures, etc. This approach could add an additional level of660

insight to the analysis of a wide range of timing tasks.661

One specific question that the PIPPET framework might help resolve is how662

periodic and nonperiodic entrainment differ. PIPPET has no specific machinery663

to account for ways in which the two situations differ (for neural and behavioral664
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evidence of differences between memory-based and periodicity based entraiment,665

see, e.g., [13, 5]. However, since it is sufficiently general to model both, it could666

guide an exploration of parameter differences between the performance of similar667

tasks in periodic and aperiodic contexts.668

We can also let the PIPPET framework guide a search for the brain bases669

of entrainment. Even if perceptual and motor outputs are subject to different670

biases and costs, they would both be well-served by an optimal estimate of a671

ground truth, so there is reason to expect to find such an estimate represented in672

the brain. Such a search could proceed by looking for covariates for PIPPET’s673

phase and uncertainty estimates in neural data during the performance of tasks674

that require non-trivial updating of these estimates.675

Finally, the PIPPET framework can serve as a cog in larger predictive pro-676

cessing models. The generative models we describe here allow for the evaluation677

of joint and marginal distributions on specific timing patterns and hidden states678

underlying them. By introducing additional levels of hidden states and addi-679

tional sources of sensory input, we can create Bayesian inference models that680

use event timing to infer higher-order contextual states, e.g. meter, and predict681

other aspects of sensory input, e.g. pitch, creating a unified picture of human682

musical expectation.683
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6 Appendix687

6.1 Derivation of differential equations and update equa-688

tions.689

Snyder [26] provides this general solution for the probability distribution on a690

continuously stochastically evolving state691

dφ = F (φ)dt+ σdWt (9)

which generates observable point process events at rate λ(φ):692

dpt(φ) = L[pt(φ)]dt+ pt(φ) (λ(φ)− Ep[λ(φ)]) · (Ep[λ(φ)]dNt − dt) (10)

where dNt is the increment in the event count over each dt time step (assumed693

to be either 1 or 0 with probability 1), Ep denotes expectation under distribution694

pt(φ), and L is the Kolmogorov forward operator associated with (9):695

L[p(x)] = −
∑
i

∂i[(Fxt)ip(x)] +
1

2

∑
i,j

∂2[σσ′p(x)]ij/∂xi∂xj

Here we project p onto a Gaussian distribution at each time step by matching696

moments µ and Σ, which is also the projection with minimal KL divergence.697

We can do this by finding the moments of dp, which are dµ and dΣ, and using698

these to drive the evolution of µ and Σ.699

dµ =

∫
φ

φL[pt(φ)]dφdt+ (Ep [φλ(φ)]− µEp [λ(φ)]) · (Ep [λ(φ)]
−1
dNt − dt)

(11)
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dΣ =

∫
φ

(φ− µ)(φ− µ)TL[pt(φ|Nt)]dφdt

+
(
Ep
[
(φ− µ)(φ− µ)Tλ(φ)

]
−ΣEp [λ(φ)]

)
· (Ep [λ(φ)]

−1
dNt − dt)

(12)

Let ‖x‖2A denote xTAx. For both PIPPET and PATIPPET, we can write700

p(φ) =
1√

2π|Σ|
e−

1
2‖φ−µ‖

2
Σ−1

701

λ(φ) = λ0 +
∑
i

λi√
2πvi

e−
1
2‖φ−φi‖2Pi

where in PIPPET we set702

Pi = v−1
i , µ = µ, φ = φ, and φi = φi

with scalar-valued Σ = Σ, and in PATIPPET we set703

Pi =

v−1
i 0

0 0

 , µ =

 µ

µθ

 , φ =

φ
θ

 , and φi =

φi
0



with matrix-valued Σ =

 Σ s21

s12 s22

.704

We will make use of the following result, a generalized form of a well-known705

result about quadratic forms (see [71] for proof and similar application):706

‖x−a‖2A+‖x−b‖2B = ‖a−b‖2A(A+B)−1B +‖x− (A+B)−1(Aa+Bb)‖2A+B (13)

In order to calculate the expectations in (11) and (12), we derive a simple
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expression for p(φ)λ(φ):

p(φ)λ(φ) =
1√

2π|Σ|
e−

1
2‖φ−µ‖

2
Σ−1

(
λ0 +

∑
i

λi√
2πvi

e−
1
2‖φ−φi‖2Pi

)

=
λ0√
2π|Σ|

e−
1
2‖φ−µ‖

2
Σ−1 +

∑
i

λi

2π
√
vi|Σ|

e−
1
2‖φ−φi‖2Pi

− 1
2‖φ−µ‖

2
Σ−1

Applying (13),

p(φ)λ(φ) =
λ0√
2π|Σ|

e−
1
2‖φ−µ‖

2
Σ−1

+
∑
i

λi

 1√
2π(v−1

i + Σ)
e
− 1

2‖φi−µ‖2PiKiΣ
−1

 1√
2π vi|Σ|

v−1
i +Σ

e
− 1

2‖φ−Ki(Piφi+Σ−1µ)‖2
K

−1
i


(14)

where we define Ki := (Pi + Σ−1)−1. For both PIPPET and PATIPPET, we707

have708

‖φi − µ‖2PiKiΣ−1 = ‖φi − µ‖2(v−1
i +Σ)−1

and |Ki| = vi|Σ|
v−1
i +Σ

, so (14) can be written in terms of normal distributions:

p(φ)λ(φ) =λ0N(φ|µ,Σ) +
∑
i

λiN(φi|µ, v−1
i + Σ)N(φ|Ki(Piφi + Σ−1µ),Ki)

(15)

Setting Λ0 := λ0, Λi := λiN(φi|µ, vi + Σ), and µ̄i := Ki(Piφi + Σ−1µ), we can709

write710

p(φ)λ(φ) =Λ0N(φ|µ,Σ) +
∑
i

ΛiN(φ|µ̄i,Ki)

We use this expression and the moments of normal distributions to calculate
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the following expectations and define Λ̄, µ̄, and Σ̄:

Λ̄ :=Ep [λ(φ)] =
∑
i

Λi

µ̄ :=
1

Λ̄
Ep [φλ(φ)] =

Λ0

Λ̄
µ+

∑
i

Λi
Λ̄
µ̄i

Σ̄ :=
1

Λ̄
Ep
[
(φ− µ)(φ− µ)Tλ(φ)

]
=

Λ0

Λ̄
Σ +

∑
i

Λi
Λ̄

(
Ki + (µ̄i − µ)(µ̄i − µ)T

)
(16)

Substituting into (11) and (12), we have711

dµ =

∫
φ

φL[pt(φ)]dφdt+ (µ̄− µ) · (dNt − Λ̄dt) (17)

dΣ =

∫
φ

(φ− µ)(φ− µ)TL[pt(φ|Nt)]dφdt (18)

+
(
Σ̄−Σ

)
· (dNt − Λ̄dt) (19)

Calculating the moments of L[pt(φ)] for the PIPPET SDE (1), we derive712

the PIPPET filter:713


dµ = dt− (µ̄− µ)(dNt − Λ̄dt)

dΣ = σ2dt− (Σ̄− Σ)(dNt − Λ̄dt)

(20)

which is equivalent to equation (3) with its accompanying reset rule at events.714

Similarly, calculating the moments for the PATIPPET SDE (4), we derive the715

PATIPPET filter:716
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dµ =

µθ
0

 dt− (µ̄− µ)(dNt − Λ̄dt)

dΣ =

σ2 + 2s12 s22

s22 σθ
2

 dt− (Σ̄−Σ)(dNt − Λ̄dt)

(21)

For multiple event streams j,:717

dpt(φ) = L[pt(φ)]dt+pt(φ)
∑
j

(λj(φ)− Ep[λj(φ)])·(Ep[λj(φ)]−1dNj−dt) (22)

This follows directly from application of the derivation above to equation718

(5) in [72] with a discrete spatial dimension. By the methods above, it yields719

the multi-PIPPET filter:720 
dµ = dt−

∑
j(µ̄

j − µ)(dN j
t − Λ̄jdt)

dΣ = σ2dt−
∑
j(Σ̄

j − Σ)(dN j
t − Λ̄jdt)

(23)

and the multi-PATIPPET filter:721 

dµ =

µθ
0

 dt−
∑
j(µ̄

j − µ)(dN j
t − Λ̄jdt)

dΣ =

σ2 + 2s12 s22

s22 σθ
2

 dt−
∑
j(Σ̄

j −Σ)(dN j
t − Λ̄jdt)

. (24)

6.2 Simulation parameters.722

All code used to create figures in this manuscript is available at https://723

github.com/joncannon/PIPPET.724
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PIPPET simulations were conducted by numerical simulation of (1) with725

dt = 0.001 and initialized with µ0 = 0 and Σ0 = 0.0002. Parameters for726

the simulations shown in each figure are listed below, with ti used to denote727

simulated event times. (φi and ti are given in units of seconds, and vi is given728

in units of s2.)729

Figure 1: φi = ti = {0.5, 1, 1.5}, vi = 0.0001, λi = 0.02, λ0 = 0.01, σ = 0.05730

Figure 2A: φi = ti = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}, vi = 0.0001, λi = 2, λ0 = 0.01,731

σ = 0.05.732

Figure 2B: Same as Figure 2A, but with ti = {1}.733

Figure 3A:

ti ={0, 0.150, 0.25, 0.5, 0.65, 0.9, 1}

φi ={0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.4, 0.5, 0.65, 0.75, 0.9, 1, 1.15}

vi ={.0001, .0003, .0001, .0003, .0001, .0003, .0001, .0003}

λi ={.02, .01, .02, .01, .02, .01, .02, .01}

λ0 =0.01

σ =0.05

Figure 3B: Same as Figure 3A, but with ti = {0, 0.150, 0.25, 0.5, 0.61, 0.86, 0.96}.734
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Figure 4:

ti ={0, 0.15, .65, .9, 1.15, 1.25}

φi ={0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.4, 0.5, 0.65, 0.75, 0.9, 1, 1.15}

vi ={.0001, .001, .0001, .001, .0001, .001, .0001, .001}

λi ={.05, .005, .05, .005, .05, .005, .05, .005}

λ0 =0.01

σ =0.05

Figure 5: (No numerical simulation was performed for this figure.)

φji =0.25i for j = bass, snare, hihat

vbassi =.0001, vsnarei = .0003, vhihati = .001

λbassi ={.05, .005, .005, .005, . . . }

λsnarei ={.005, .005, .05, .005, . . . }

λhihati ={.05, .05, .05, .05, . . . }

λ0 =0.01

PATIPPET simulations were conducted by numerical simulation of (4) with735

dt = 0.001. Parameters for the simulations shown in each figure are listed below.736
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Figure 6:

ti =
i

1.15

φi =i

vi ={.0001, .0003, .0001, .0003, .0001, .0003, .0001, .0003}

λi ={.02, .01, .02, .01, .02, .01, .02, .01}

λ0 =10−4

σ =0.05

σθ =0.05

µ0 =

0

1


Σ0 =

.001 0

0 .04


Figure 7: In four simulations, we set the inter-onset interval ∆ to 0.4s, 0, 7s,
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1.0s, and 1.3s. In each simulation, we set the perturbation δ to ∆
25 .

ti ={∆, 2∆, 3∆, 4∆ + δ}

φi =i

vi =0.0002

λi ={.02, .01, .02, .01, .02, .01, .02, .01}

λ0 =10−5

σ =0.01

σθ =0.01

µ0 =

0

1


Σ0 =

10−4 0

0 10−4
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